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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2015-16.10), projects of the directly
previous version (2015-16.06)
|_| are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
|x| are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
COM Registration
|x| the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)
The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-20628
Designer-21130
Designer-27376
Designer-27570

Designer-27646

Designer-27660
Designer-27669

Designer-27674

Designer-27710
Designer-27715
Designer-27760
Designer-27764
Designer-27775

Mode define through 'Job.SetGetterOptionHandlingMode' is reset
(old mode) upon creation of another job object
Dialog pages 'Cable/Conductors' and 'Conductor/Wire connections'
are active even when the page is called up on a ReadOnly sheet
SPS physical address on a bus pin is deleted after change of SPS
start address within project
When selecting a valid connector pin terminal, connector pin
terminal groups and components are listed which are ''old'' in the
DB
By moving an attribute text template symbol from a hose/tube
which displays component attributes of the hose/tube, these
attributes are deleted
Wrong behavior of check boxes in device properties
Error 'E - Error in function attval\collect_attvals(), ret = 3' when
placing attributes to bus pins which have been created in the dialog
'Pin Assignment' without clicking 'Apply'
When an attribute text template symbol is placed on an intersection
point of connections, a possibly wrong reference object is
considered
Switch back from full screen mode takes long
E3.Add-ons: Problems with tools script ''Wire numbering
<sheet>.<number>"
E3.Add-ons: Incorrect display of default tools in Russian user
interface
Error "E - Error in function comp\dfi_comp_get(), ret = 1" when
selecting ''Paste Extended' for cable
When models are plugged, placement on origin is not possible on a
2D view
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Designer-27826
Designer-27828
Designer-27836
Designer-27856
Designer-27877
Designer-27886
Designer-27911

Designer-27923
Designer-27926

SetOptionExpressions on device or symbol changes the
GetterOptionHandlingMode to 0
E3.ReportScripts: The view of a feed-through connector is displayed
as individual device
Variants/Options: Devices within assemblies can't be named
identically at differing variants
After connection of two lines with system generated signal the user
defined signal changes
Partially incomplete display of texts within context menus on a
Chinese operating system
Hyperlinks to/from views don't work at PDF export
Crash or defect project after swap out of sheets/external
documents with write permission when these sheets/external
documents are already in write acces by another client and can't be
swapped as read-only
Settings / Formboard / Display nodes is not showing the open line
ends (yellow dots) on formbard sheets any more
At 'Cut - Insert' additional devices and wires may be created
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